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Chapter 811 

The Zhou family in Hangzhou, Jiangsu Province. 

This time, just like the previous times when Elder Zhou’s health had changed, all of the Zhou family’s 

immediate family members hurriedly arrived and sat in the living room of the Zhou family’s villa, all of 

them in an uproar. 

“This Dragon Tiger Gang is too bold, how dare they lay their hands on Fei Fei, absolutely intolerable!” 

The one who spoke was Zhou Fei Fei’s second uncle, as an uncle, he still cared a lot about his niece’s 

safety. 

“That’s right, use our family’s power to fight against the Dragon Tiger Gang, this mafia organisation, it’s 

long overdue to be eradicated!” 

“That’s right, that’s what should be done!” 

“However, isn’t our cooperation with the Pioneer Pharmaceutical Group on hold? They’ve offended the 

Yamaguchi-gumi of the Kaiten!” There were also people who were very worried, after all, the reputation 

of the Yamaguchi-gumi was too big. 

“What are you afraid of! This should be a headache for the Pioneer Pharmaceutical Group, I just don’t 

believe that that Yamaguchi group can still come to our Hang City and seemingly deal with our Zhou 

family?” 

…… 

Listening to the people at the bottom talking, the old man Zhou sat on the main seat, drooping his 

eyelids, as if he was asleep, without the slightest indication. 

The eldest son, Zhou Yanmin, and his granddaughter, Zhou Fei Fei, were likewise sitting next to each 

other, not saying a word. 

They want to know through this matter how much the old man thinks of them, so that they can use it to 

judge how to compete for the third generation of succession, that’s all! 

As for the people who really care about themselves …… The actual people who really care about 

themselves, I’m afraid, can be counted on one hand! 

The actual fact is that you can’t be sure that you’re going to be able to get a lot more than just a few of 

these people. 

In fact, ever since Ji Feng had proposed that plan, Zhou Fei Fei had been in doubt. 

She had thought about this plan of Ji Feng’s for a whole night, but she could not figure out what exactly 

Ji Feng’s intention was with this plan. 

She knew that, on the surface, this plan of Ji Feng’s was not the least bit beneficial to herself or to the 

Zhou family! At least, on the surface it looked that way. Again, they are asking themselves to help fight 



the Dragon Tiger Gang, and they are asking themselves to provide them with places and help find 

doctors …… Just asking oneself to contribute, but not seeing any benefit. 

Of course, Zhou Fei Fei does not necessarily need benefits to do so, but Ji Feng is as helpful as he can be 

to Ji Yu Yiyi, from the mainland side of the remote to respond to the actions of the United Bamboo 

Gang. 

And on Ji Feng’s side, it looks like he’ll get a lot of benefits, whether it’s keeping those rushers under 

control or helping the United Bamboo Gang deal with the Yamaguchi Group …… This can all be said to be 

an action to share the fruits of victory, but it is for himself that Ji Feng only gave the assignment without 

saying anything about the benefits. 

Zhou Fei Fei may not care about these benefits, however, her heart is uncomfortable, her own 

relationship with Ji Feng, is it not as good as the relationship between Ji Yu Yi and Ji Feng? 

Ji Feng treated herself like this, was she that unworthy of his eyes? 

Unable to understand, and somewhat angry, Zhou Fei Fei returned home early the next morning, but 

she didn’t expect to come across such a scene. 

After Zhou Fei Fei’s call last night, Zhou Yanmin and the old man became furious and immediately 

started to mobilise their forces to carry out a retaliatory strike against the Dragon Tiger Gang to take 

revenge for Zhou Fei Fei. It was also because of this that some of the Zhou family’s relatives came to 

know about the news and rushed here. 

“Old master, say something too, we can’t just let it go!” A middle-aged woman dressed in a flamboyant 

outfit said. 

“All right!” 

With a displeased look on his face, Elder Zhou waved his hand and said, “I have my own ideas on this 

matter, you all go about your own business!” 

“Old Master ……” There were still people who wanted to speak, but once the old master’s face sank, 

these people did not dare to speak and could only leave one after another. 

After everyone had left, the only three people left in the living room were Zhou Yanmin and Zhou Fei 

Fei’s father and daughter, as well as the Zhou family’s old master. 

“Dad, do you have an idea?” Zhou Yanmin asked in a low voice. 

Zhou Fei Fei also asked, “Grandpa, now that Ji Feng is still waiting for me to reply to him, how should I 

reply?” 

Elder Zhou did not answer in a hurry, but lifted the cup of tea on the table and took a slight sip before 

sighing, “This young Ji is worthy of being the son of one of Yanjing’s top families, at such a young age, he 

is already so formidable, one has to be impressed! The Ji family is thriving, not without reason ……” 

Both Zhou Fei Fei and Zhou Yanmin could not help but be stunned, how did this come back to the Ji 

family? 



Seeing the puzzled expressions of his son and granddaughter, Elder Zhou couldn’t help but sink his face 

and reprimanded Zhou Yanmin, “You, you are really untalented! Fei Fei is still young, it’s understandable 

that she can’t understand, but now that you are the actual controller of the Shengshi Group, you are still 

so untalented, you really let me down ……” 

Zhou Yanmin couldn’t help but blush, in front of his daughter, being scolded by his father, Zhou Yanmin 

was a little embarrassed and looked embarrassed. 

Zhou Fei Fei could not bear to look at his father so embarrassed, and could not help but ask: “Grandpa, 

you just said Ji Feng is very powerful, I’m a little confused about what this means, can you explain it in 

detail?” 

Elder Zhou said, “Fifi, do you think that Ji Feng is just using us as free fighters by arranging this?” 

“Yes, it’s a bit!” Zhou Fei Fei said with some embarrassment. 

“You, you still don’t have enough vision!” Elder Zhou pointed at Fei Fei Zhou with a smile before saying, 

“This arrangement of Ji Feng’s is not a small favor for our Zhou family.” 

“Ah?” 

Zhou Fei Fei was a little confused, “Grandpa, he asked us to be free spankers, what other favours or not? 

If we’re talking about giving favours, then we’d be the ones giving them to him!” 

“That’s not how you say it!” Elder Zhou chuckled, “Fei Fei ah, think carefully, once we assist Ji Feng and 

start dealing with the Dragon Tiger Gang, of course, by then, we might also involve the Donghai Gang 

…… In this case, the sound of the action, must be very huge.” 

Zhou Fei Fei nodded slightly, this is for sure, not to mention other things, the strength of the Dragon 

Tiger Gang in Jiangsu and Zhejiang is not that easy to deal with, when the time comes it will definitely be 

very chaotic. 

“If we were to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang privately, it would definitely be a chaotic war!” Elder 

Zhou chuckled, “But what if this operation is defined as a black out operation? Would that still have the 

same meaning, would it?” 

“Fight against the black?” 

Fei Fei Zhou couldn’t help but be stunned. 

“You also said that Ji Feng promised that he would hand over that group of people to us at the right 

time!” Elder Zhou laughed, “He’s asking us to deliver a favor!” 

Seeing Zhou Fei Fei’s still somewhat bewildered expression, Elder Zhou looked at Zhou Yanmin, “Do you 

understand?” 

“A little, a little bit I understand!” Zhou Yanmin said with some embarrassment. 

“Humph!” 

When Elder Zhou took a look at this situation, how could he not know that his son did not understand 

anything, he could not help but shake his head in disappointment and said, “You ah …… Ji Feng means 



that he wants to give us the man after we have contributed, and at this time, we can hand the man over 

to the top, which is a credit to the top!” 

“Grandpa, I understand!” Zhou Fei Fei instantly lit up, “This group of people, in fact, is a heavy gift, 

especially the people above, whoever controls them, has a merit, this is naturally a great opportunity for 

our Zhou family to send favours!” 

“That’s right!” 

Elder Zhou nodded and said with a smile, “But, apart from that, what else have you thought of?!” 

Zhou Fei Fei pondered for a long time before saying, “Grandpa, I think the reason why Ji Feng would 

promise to hand over the man to us at the right time, that means that he wants us not to be perfunctory 

and to do our best in dealing with the Dragon Tiger Gang, am I right?” 

“Yes, that’s right at all!” Master Zhou nodded happily and said, “So, this time, whether for Ji Feng or for 

us, it’s a matter of dividing two harms and combining two benefits, but knowing this, in order to prevent 

any change on our side, Ji Feng still put a tightening spell on us …… This kid’s tactics are really 

breathtaking!” 

“A belly full of devilish ideas!” Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but say, remembering Ji Feng’s smirking look 

last night, she couldn’t help but be angry. 

“Oh …… I do wish you and your father could have so many devilish eyes, but unfortunately …… You are 

still young and your old man is not fighting for his life!” Elder Zhou couldn’t help but shake his head 

slightly and sigh. 

Zhou Yanmin then couldn’t help but blush with embarrassment, smiling sarcastically but not knowing 

what to say. 

“Grandpa, so we’ll say yes to Ji Feng here?” Zhou Fei Fei hurriedly asked, sort of defusing her father’s 

embarrassment. 

“Of course we have to say yes, if we hand over that group of boundary canopies, our Zhou family will 

definitely earn a great favor, and we will even get a bigger boost, which may not be bought with any 

amount of money!” Elder Zhou said, “I’m now interested in this Ji family’s brat, instead, Fei Fei ah, don’t 

you have any ideas?” 

“Grandpa, what are you talking about, I, I’ll go and contact Ji Feng, not much more ……” Zhou Fei Fei’s 

pretty face reddened slightly and she hurriedly said something nonsensical before turning around and 

running out. 

“Father, what you just meant was …… Let Fei Fei talk to Ji Feng ……” Zhou Yanmin asked hesitantly. 

Who knows, but the old man Zhou closed his eyes slightly, simply ignoring Zhou Yanmin, as if he was 

asleep. 

…… 

“Promised?” 



Just after breakfast, Ji Feng received a call from Fei Fei Zhou, in the phone call, Fei Fei Zhou told him that 

the Zhou family had agreed to Ji Feng’s proposal and there was no problem at all, so he couldn’t help 

but laugh, “Fei Fei, you should have figured it out this time, right?” 

“Young Ji, don’t laugh at me!” Zhou Fei Fei said somewhat shyly, “How would I know that you have so 

many twists and turns and a belly full of ghostly thoughts!” 

“Hehe ……” Ji Feng chuckled: “Not much more to say, when you come, we’ll talk more about it!” 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng pondered for a moment before faintly smiling, “This time, the power of 

the Ji family, finally, can enter Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and in a way that makes everyone else speechless, 

and enter Jiangsu and Zhejiang in an open and honest manner!” 

…… 

Chapter 812 

“Good! Little Feng, you’ve done a good job this time!” Over the phone, Ji Zhenguo praised Ji Feng so 

happily for the first time. 

Ji Feng was immediately a little embarrassed, “That what, Second Uncle, actually I just happened to be 

at the right time and things rushed to this point, otherwise, I wouldn’t have thought of doing this!” 

“Don’t be modest, you deserve this praise, this time, it’s much better than the last trip to Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang!” Ji Zhenguo said with a smile. 

Ji Feng immediately felt a lot happier in his heart, being praised by his second uncle, this made him feel 

happier than if he had all but destroyed Sasaki Taro and Kawaki Shizuko and the others, because it 

meant that he had really gotten up from where he had fallen, and he had also received affirmation from 

his second uncle. 

“Second uncle, my father will be satisfied if I do this, right? Is there anything wrong with it?” Ji Feng 

couldn’t help but ask again. 

“Just rest assured, your dad will definitely be happy that you’ve made it this far!” Seeing his nephew’s 

growth, Ji Zhenguo was also overjoyed and gave Ji Feng a piece of mind: “As for what’s wrong, there’s 

definitely something, but that’s not a level you can touch, the rest, your father and I will take care of it, 

you just need to do a good job on the Jiangzhe side!” 

Ji Zhenguo spoke with a very affirmative tone. 

It had to be said that what Ji Feng had done this time was indeed beautiful, making Ji Zhenguo extremely 

pleased. 

This was not just because Ji Feng had wiped out all the people who came to China with his own strength, 

but more importantly, because Ji Feng was able to come up with such a brilliant plan in a very short time 

after the battle, and this was what made Ji Zhenguo most happy. 

Don’t think that Ji Zhenguo is only happy because of the benefits that the Ji family will be able to gain 

from the Boundary Tent after the plan is implemented, but because, once the plan is implemented, then 

the power of the Ji family will enter Jiangsu and Zhejiang in an open and honest manner, and by then 



the penetration of Jiangsu and Zhejiang will be even more pleasing than what was achieved in the 

previous years combined. 

More importantly, in the process of formulating this plan, Ji Feng’s growth was seen and it must be said 

that Ji Feng’s progress was very pleasing. 

Other people may not understand what kind of intentions are behind this plan that Ji Feng has 

developed, but what kind of person is Ji Zhengguo? 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

Perhaps in the eyes of the Zhou family’s senior, Ji Feng’s plan not only restrains the Zhou family, making 

the family have to act as a spy for Ji Feng, but also allows the Zhou family to reap benefits, but Ji 

Zhenguo knows that it is the Ji family that benefits the most from Ji Feng’s plan. 

The most crucial point, which I’m afraid no one but Ji Feng and Ji Zhenguo had considered, was that 

once the Dragon Tiger Gang was eradicated, then some people hiding behind the Dragon Tiger Gang 

would have to be uncovered! 

This is Ji Feng’s ultimate goal, and it is also the point where Ji Zhenguo is most certain of what his 

nephew is doing. 

Imagine, the Dragon Tiger Gang was able to play in Hangzhou, the capital city of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, 

with a flourishing, one could even say, big cut in the gradual development and growth, in this process, if 

one said that there was no one acting as their umbrella behind the scenes, I’m afraid even a fool would 

not believe it! 

This is a good thing, the Ji family intervened in this matter, then, once Ji Feng’s side of the operation, 

then I’m afraid that the officialdom of Jiangsu and Zhejiang will be a big earthquake, will fall a large 

number of people. Moreover, it will definitely cause a chain reaction, making the other side’s defense 

line collapse one after another! 

When these people fall, what about their vacated seats? 

Obviously, the Ji family, as the one who gets the most credit, naturally has to take the biggest share of 

the benefits! 

Of course, as an extremely rich province, that faction that had been operating in Jiangsu and Zhejiang 

for a long time would definitely not rest easily on this, and would even try their best to obstruct the Ji 

family’s people from entering Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

And at this time, it is hard to say who else will be involved behind the scenes of those who have fallen. 

In order to keep those people, they will have to make great concessions even if they are not willing to do 

so, throwing out some people whose positions are not too high while giving up their positions, or losing 

troops, and the losses are all big generals …… There are only so two options, I believe that as long as the 

other party is not stupid, will certainly make the most appropriate choice! 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good understanding of the situation. 



Of course, this kind of game between big factions, Ji Feng can only consider so much for the time being, 

as for the deeper things, it is not something that he can reach now. Just like what Ji Zhen Guo said, the 

rest of the matter, Ji Zhen Guo and Ji Zhen Hua, two brothers, will definitely cooperate up and down and 

use the advantages in their hands to the utmost! 

So strictly speaking, this little plan of Ji Feng’s has become the fulcrum of the leverage of the game 

between the two factions, and now, the scales have begun to tip in favor of the Ji family. 

All of this, however, was due to Ji Feng, so how could Ji Zhenguo be dissatisfied? 

With such a son, Ji Zhenhua would be equally very happy! 

“Little Feng, there is one thing I have to remind you of!” Ji Zhenguo’s tone became serious as he 

earnestly admonished, “In everything, safety must come first, remember, whether the plan can succeed 

or not, your safety, is the most important thing, remember?” 

Ji Feng said with some suspicion, “Second Uncle, are you saying that the other faction will take a shot at 

me? That’s not possible, is it? The game between the two sides, this belongs to your level, no one would 

be so underhanded, moreover, they wouldn’t be so stupid!” 

Just kidding, the game between the two sides is also just a kind of contest between you and me, it’s not 

about life and death, so this is simply something that can’t happen. 

“I’m referring to the stream of the Dragon Tiger Gang!” Ji Zhenguo said, “These people won’t talk to you 

about rules and regulations, they are all desperate people, you must be safe and be careful, 

remember?” 

“Second uncle, I remember, you can rest assured!” Ji Feng smiled, so second uncle was talking about 

this, to talk about these desperadoes, Ji Feng was even less worried, if he couldn’t even deal with these 

people, then how could he fight with the dynasty? How to deal with those enemies hiding in the 

shadows? 

After ending the call with his second uncle Ji Zhenguo, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and 

smile, saying to himself, “It seems that a person’s thinking really has a great relationship with his 

eyesight.” 

If Ji Feng hadn’t looked at the situation from a very high level, I’m afraid, he wouldn’t have been able to 

formulate such a plan. 

The next step would be to see if the Ji family’s generals could grasp the timing and have a strong hand. 

But for Ji Feng himself, this plan of his own, on the one hand, can make Xiao’s Pharmaceutical Factory 

and the Pioneer Pharmaceutical Group to establish a good cooperation relationship, at the same time, 

also with the Zhou family of Jiangsu and Zhejiang closer, there is another point, that is, can help Xu Yuan 

revenge. 

Of course, it will also definitely be a heavy blow to that Yamaguchi group in the boundary tent, which is 

inextricably linked to the dynasty, and make them lose their lives! 

It could be said that this was definitely a plan that killed multiple birds with one stone! 



Just after eight in the morning, Zhou Fei Fei returned from her home and arrived at her villa in the 

northern suburbs. 

“Young Ji!” 

When she saw Ji Feng, Zhou Fei Fei immediately smiled like a flower, looking delicate and soft, 

extremely attractive. 

Ji Feng said smilingly, “Fei Fei, seeing you smiling so happily, it seems like something good is about to 

happen. How about this plan of mine, it’s good for your family too, right?” 

Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but give him a blank look, “Young Ji, don’t bring yourself to make fun of 

people like that!” 

Ji Feng then laughed, and said nothing more. 

“However, I would like to congratulate Young Ji!” Zhou Fei Fei said with a smile. 

“Congratulate me?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Yes!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pair of beautiful eyes glanced at the villa’s upstairs as if intentionally or unintentionally, 

with a meaningful smile at the corner of her mouth, “Another beauty in your arms, isn’t it worth 

congratulating?” 

Sweat! 

“Cough ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but cough lightly, Gu Zuo said: “That what, Fei Fei, there is something 

to ask you, you told me last night, nowadays the East China Sea Gang, the person in charge is the 

youngest daughter of Elder Su, seems to be called something ……” 

“Su Ya Yun!” Zhou Fei Fei said. 

“Yes, that’s her.” Ji Feng said, “If that makes sense, then wouldn’t Su Yayun be Xu Yuan’s sister-in-law?” 

“Yes, why?” Zhou Fei Fei nodded, “Young Ji, why are you suddenly asking about this? Are you trying to 

get Xu Yuan to identify with Su Yayun?” 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly and said, “No, this is between them, I won’t interfere, what I mean is, can 

you arrange to make contact with Su Yayun, this time to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang, you still need 

to have the help of the Donghai Gang, in this way, the operation can be said to be all set!” 

“Contact with Su Yayun?” Zhou Fei Fei was stunned and more or less surprised, “Young Ji, there’s no 

need for that, is there? I believe that since Su Yayun has been able to lead the East Sea Gang against the 

Dragon Tiger Gang for so many years, she must not be an ordinary woman, as long as we let out a little 

bit of wind, she will definitely be able to seize the opportunity and launch an attack on the Dragon Tiger 

Gang!” 

Ji Feng pondered slightly for a moment and said, “You’re right, but a little contact isn’t a bad thing, if you 

don’t side out ……” 



Chapter 813 

Before he could finish his words, Zhou Fei Fei immediately said, “Young Ji, since you’ve asked for this, 

then I’ll go and try to get in touch with Su Yayun.” 

Ji Feng chuckled, “Then it will be hard for you, I still have a few things to ask those few boundary tent 

people, you go upstairs first, General Manager Ji and Xu Yuan are both upstairs, between you girls, there 

must be a lot of common topics, you can also comfort Xu Yuan in the meantime.” 

Zhou Fei Fei then couldn’t help but say slyly, “Ji Shao can really pity the jade, just Fei Fei is not sure what 

point is not as good as Xu Yuan sister, that day Ji Shao just nodded his head, then he could …… But Ji 

Shao made Fei Fei’s self-esteem suffer twice!” 

Ji Feng instantly laughed: “You, well, I don’t like to treat such things as a deal.” 

“Then that means that if there were no other entanglements of interest between us, Ji Shao might 

accept me?” Zhou Fei Fei blinked her pair of beautiful eyes, flashing seductively. 

At this moment, underneath the seductive demeanor and the delicate body, there seemed to be an 

expectation that made Ji Feng’s heart jump wildly a few times, and he almost didn’t hold it, he wanted 

to nod his head and say yes! 

But fortunately, Ji Feng was still considered to have enough determination and did not nod his head in a 

ghostly way, he coughed lightly, touched his nose and smiled bitterly, “Fifi, let’s not talk about this now, 

so what, I’m going to the basement to look for those few boundary tent people, you hurry upstairs ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by Zhou Fei Fei: “Young Ji, are you not even willing 

to give me a little hope?” 

Zhou Fei Fei smiled very charmingly and looked very happy, just that slightly red soft face, but looked at 

Ji Feng can not help but heart. 

“So what …… Fei Fei, you can’t be serious, right?” Ji Feng asked with a bitter smile, “But I have a 

girlfriend, and two of them! There’s also a tangled …… And why are you asking for trouble!” 

As he spoke, he couldn’t help but glance upstairs, where Xu Yuan was in the room upstairs. 

“I can’t help it, I’m a person who can’t easily meet a good man, and when I do, it turns out to be 

someone else’s boyfriend, so I can only square off and take the initiative to pursue ah!” Zhou Fei Fei said 

with a smile, looking as if she was joking, but deep in her eyes, there was a hint of seriousness. 

This time, Ji Feng was a bit uncertain, he really didn’t know if Zhou Fei Fei was serious or joking when 

she said this, so for a moment, he didn’t even know how to answer. 

“Giggle ……” Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but giggle, “Ji Shao, really that scared of me?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile, “Of course not, since Fei Fei you have this in mind, 

then I, as a man, naturally don’t care, don’t forget, in the end, the one who suffers is probably still you 

oh!” 

“Then I’m not afraid either!” Zhou Fei Fei smiled sweetly: “Ji Shao, I’ll take this as a promise.” 



Ji Feng instantly smiled bitterly: “What did I promise?” 

“Promise to give me the opportunity to pursue you!” Zhou Fei Fei’s wore a charming and sweet smile, a 

smile that seemed like a city-devouring, supreme concubine. 

Ji Feng seriously looked at Zhou Fei Fei and found that she was just smiling, so Ji Feng did not take it 

seriously, although he felt that Zhou Fei Fei seemed a bit strange today, but he just thought that this was 

Zhou Fei Fei retaliating for her previous flirtation and teasing her, so he was deliberately joking with 

himself. 

“Good, it’s said that men chasing women is to make women’s hearts move, no matter if they are moved 

or touched, anyway!” Ji Feng laughed, “I’ll give you that chance too!” 

“Young Ji, we have a deal, oh.” Zhou Fei Fei said with a smile. 

“Fine, fine, just as you said, it’s a deal!” Ji Feng said with a smile, but in his heart he didn’t take this 

agreement seriously at all, he also just took it as a joke, then turned around with a smile and went to the 

villa basement. 

Looking at Ji Feng’s back as he walked down the stairs, the smile on Zhou Fei Fei’s face immediately 

disappeared and was replaced by a touch of shyness. 

She looked around and found that the bodyguards outside had not heard her conversation with Ji Feng, 

and that both Ji YuYi and Xu Yuan upstairs had not come down yet, so she could not help but let out a 

sigh of relief. 

Her slender little hand patted the high and massive puffy breasts, Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but murmur 

in a low voice: “Zhou Fei Fei ah Zhou Fei Fei, you’re really the most worthless one, people don’t even 

take this seriously, they don’t even have you in their hearts, why do you still want to stick it up …… 

You’re so shameless!” 

She didn’t know what had occurred to her, a shy blush rose to her face, she smiled shyly and murmured 

softly, “But how can you give up so easily when you can’t easily meet one you like? Besides, he has 

already seen my body, how can I still tolerate others in my heart …… This vermin has really screwed me 

up ……” 

“I’m not going to give up, if I really can’t, then I’ll give him a raw deal ……” 

In place for a few minutes of nonsense, Zhou Fei Fei this of suddenly awakened, suddenly pretty face 

red, she secretly spit out a cute little tongue, hurried upstairs, “can not think about it again, too 

humiliating ……” 

At this time, Ji Feng, but did not know the thoughts in Zhou Fei Fei’s heart, he just took the agreement 

between the two as a joke, and then left it behind. 

The basement has a total of two passageways, one is just down the stairs of the villa, straight to the 

entrance of the basement. The other, the garage, was a temporary escape route, which was not usually 

opened easily. 

Moreover, according to Fei Fei Zhou, the passage from the basement to the garage could not be opened 

directly from the garage, but only from the basement, then from the passage to the garage below, from 



inside the door to open the passage. So technically speaking, in the basement now, there is only one 

passage inside the villa, which can be accessed at will. 

Therefore, it was still safe to keep Taro Sasaki and Shizuko Kawaki and the others in the basement. 

Ji Feng was actually looking for Sasaki Taro and the others to ask about some things, such as, what 

exactly is the relationship between the Yamaguchi Group and Dynasty, and then, why both Kawaki 

Shizuko and Kawaki Yanzi are reformers, and then, what kind of power is hidden in the boundary tent, 

etc. etc. …… 

The two bodyguards standing at the entrance to the basement, seeing Ji Feng, they immediately opened 

the door to the basement, inside the doorway also stood two bodyguards. 

The centre of the basement, sitting a piece of people with gauze tied around their bodies, is none other 

than Sasaki Taro and others. 

As for the two Kawaki Shizuko sisters, since they were reformed, in order to prevent them from escaping 

with sudden power, Ji Feng had long since injured them with bio-currents, especially Kawaki Yanzi, who 

had been unable to resist since she had been hit by Ji Feng’s bio-currents back in Jiangzhou, as had 

several other important people. 

In front of Ji Feng, they didn’t have a single chance to escape! 

“Mmmm! Well ……” Seeing Ji Feng come in, a look of hatred appeared in Sasaki’s eyes and he stared at 

him angrily, but his mouth could only make a ‘umph’ sound, that is, he could not speak. 

The two sisters, Kawasaki Shizuko and Kawasaki Yanzi, also had a look of hatred in their eyes, staring at 

Ji Feng with hatred, and if it was possible, they would have the heart to eat Ji Feng alive. 

Only when Sasaki Taro saw Ji Feng, not only did he not have any hatred, instead, the fear in his eyes 

flashed and his body shivered. 

This is a devil! 

Sasaki Taro prayed secretly in his heart, hoping that this devil would not come near him! 

However, Ji Feng scanned around the basement and saw that the vast majority of people had bandages 

or casts on their bodies, he couldn’t help but nod slightly, although these people were abominable, but 

these couldn’t die before this play was finished. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng’s gaze, fell on Sasaki Taro’s body whose face was all a bit white. 

Subconsciously, Sasaki Taro’s heart couldn’t help but cackle, his heart secretly screamed, his body shook 

a bit, if not for the broken limbs, he really wanted to turn around and run, the further away from this 

demon the better! 

“Hi! How are you, Mr. Taro?” Ji Feng laughed and strided over to Sasaki Taro, greeting him warmly, 

looking at that situation, if people didn’t know, they would think they were such good friends. 



“You, what are you going to do?!” Sasaki Taro’s voice was shaking a bit, and his legs couldn’t help but 

clench, the scene of Ji Feng’s foot after foot stepping down was so fresh in his mind that he still gets 

chills when he thinks about it! 

Ji Feng laughed: “Why are you so nervous? Of course I’m looking for you for something, come on, let’s 

go out and talk!” 

He laughed, lifted Sasaki Taro up and walked out with big steps. 

And Sasaki Taro, who was lifted in Ji Feng’s hand, was ashen, almost crying in his heart, finished, this 

time, this devil still doesn’t know how he will torture himself …… 

…… 

“The Dragon Tiger Gang colluded with the Boundary Tent people and killed the Zhou family’s thousand-

year-old Miss Zhou Fei Fei as a way to frame the Dragon Tiger Gang, but the Boundary Tent people and 

the Dragon Tiger Gang people involved in the operation were all wiped out, even the second young 

master of the Dragon Tiger Gang, Xu Shuai, and the butler, Wu Youde, were all captured alive!” 

Before a morning had passed, it was as if the news had grown wings, flying throughout the whole of 

Hangzhou at the fastest speed, and even starting to spread to the surrounding areas. 

Soon, it was confirmed that last night on the West Lake Highway, there had indeed been a gun battle, as 

well as a large number of tumbled and broken cars, as if there had been a major car accident! 

All of a sudden, the whole city of Hangzhou was abuzz with excitement! 

The Dragon Tiger Gang actually dared to go to war with the Zhou Family directly, this was simply 

something unbelievable, for a while, no matter if it was the people on the roads in Hangzhou, or those 

big groups and big families, they all couldn’t help but look sideways. 

If the Zhou family and the Dragon Tiger Gang really went to war, the whole of Jiangsu and Zhejiang 

might be affected! 

At this moment, Hangzhou was even in an uproar! 

Chapter 814 

“Hey, did you hear that the Dragon Tiger Gang is so bold that they dare to make a move on Miss Zhou, 

this time, there’s something hilarious to watch.” 

“These hooligans from the Dragon Tiger Gang really don’t know how thick the sky is, they think they can 

overshadow the sky in Jiangsu and Zhejiang? Is the Zhou family that easy to mess with?” 

“Don’t underestimate the Dragon Tiger Gang, they have been developing slowly in the past few years, 

and they have people above them, so they may not be worse than the Zhou family!” 

“No matter what, the feud between the Dragon Tiger Gang and the Zhou family has been formed.” 

“Yes, I’m afraid the next battle will be a tiger fight!” 



“Seriously though, the Dragon Tiger Gang has been a bit too rampant these past few years, it’s time for 

someone to give them a good beating!” 

“How easy is it to clean them up? The East Sea Gang has been fighting with the Dragon Tiger Gang for so 

many years, but they still can’t do anything to the Dragon Tiger Gang?” 

“Eh! The key is that the East Sea Gang is not united. I heard that some people don’t like Su Yayun ……” 

“You’re just hearsay, don’t talk nonsense ……” 

“That’s true, it’s none of our business anyway!” 

…… 

To say what’s new in the whole of Hangzhou right now, then without a doubt, but anyone who is a bit 

better informed will answer in one voice: “It’s the fight between the Dragon Tiger Gang and the Zhou 

Family!” 

Although this kind of thing does not have much to do with the general public, for those who have very 

extensive sources of information and those who are often bullied by the Dragon Tiger Gang, they are 

still very concerned about this matter, and there are even quite a few people who are secretly hoping 

that the Dragon Tiger Gang will be defeated so that they will not have to be bullied. 

Although over the years, the Dragon Tiger Gang has gradually turned around, running the Flying Dragon 

Group and going public again, those bastards at the bottom of the gang have not given up their business 

of oppressing the people. 

In some of the territories of the Dragon Tiger Gang in Hangzhou, if you look for a street vendor, you can 

hear their hatred for the Dragon Tiger Gang. 

At the same time, many of the big families and corporations in Hangzhou were also watching this dragon 

and tiger fight. 

Both the Zhou family and the Dragon Tiger Gang have great influence in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, especially 

the Zhou family, which is so widely involved that it can be said that there are many people in Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang who depend on the Zhou family for their meals, and there are many companies and 

enterprises, the majority of whose profits come from the cooperation with the Zhou family! 

The Dragon Tiger Gang is also not bad, and has gradually turned positive in the past few years, and is 

also flourishing in the business world. What’s more, many of the ‘big shots’ would regularly receive ‘filial 

respects’ from Xu Long, the leader of the Dragon Tiger Gang, so the fight between the Zhou Family and 

the Dragon Tiger Gang really had to touch the hearts of many people. 

The sky over the city of Hangzhou, Jiangsu and Zhejiang is gradually gathering clouds of gloom. 

…… 

Inside a villa in Hangzhou, Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

A woman sat on the sofa in the living room, playing with her mobile phone, a hint of thought showing in 

her beautiful eyes. 



Opposite this woman sat two men of a similar age to her. One of them still had a scar on the left side of 

his face, looking tough and gruesome. The other man, however, looked much more civilised, wearing a 

pair of gold-rimmed glasses, his hair combed and shiny, a suit and a watch on his hand, a successful man 

at first glance. 

However, these two men sitting on the sofa opposite this woman looked very respectful, and it was 

obvious that this woman was obviously of a higher status than them! 

This woman was about thirty years old, extremely charming and beautiful, her long black hair was tied 

up in a high bun behind her head, she wore a pair of pencil trousers underneath and a black high-

collared jumper on top. 

What caught the eyes of others the most was her voluptuous figure, as well as her delicate and 

stunningly beautiful features. 

This woman’s eyes are extremely beautiful, with those long, thin eyebrows and those not too large, but 

extremely bright eyes that seem to see through people. 

Below these beautiful eyes was a delicate and slightly high nose, as well as red lips that were painted 

with a light lip gloss. 

…… This is an extremely beautiful woman, any normal man will have a heartbeat when he sees it. 

The reason for this is that this is a woman who is extremely beautiful, and any normal person who sees 

her will be able to’t help but feel a chill from her bones. 

The reason for this is that although this woman is extremely charming and beautiful, her eyes contain a 

bone-chilling coldness, and her charming face is covered with frost. 

It would be inaccurate to say that she was as passionate as fire, but it would also be inaccurate to say 

that she was a cold beauty, but it could only be said that this was a paradoxical synthesis, but it was 

undeniable that such a woman was the most attractive to men. 

She is sometimes indifferent, sometimes passionate, so you can’t feel her pulse, let alone know how to 

catch her heart …… 

This woman is no other than the youngest daughter of the old leader of the once mighty East Sea Gang – 

the current leader of the East Sea Gang, Su Yayun! 

This villa was Su Yayun’s residence. 

At this moment, Su Yayun’s charming pretty face, but a look of disbelief surged out, couldn’t help but 

shake her head and said: “actually laid hands on the Zhou family’s eldest miss …… That old dog Xu Long 

is crazy?” 

“Hey!” 

That scar-faced man laughed heatedly, “Big Sister, I’m afraid that old dog Xu Long isn’t just crazy, I’m 

afraid he’s been kicked in the head by a donkey!” 



“Yafan, has there been any movement from the Flying Dragon Group?” Su Yayun’s gaze fell on the more 

civilized man again and asked in a soft voice. 

“Big sister, after I got the news, I immediately had someone monitor the stocks and other movements of 

the Flying Dragon Group, so far, they haven’t made any movements, but it can’t be ruled out that they 

are raising funds in private, trying to be able to recover all the peripheral stocks before the Zhou family 

makes a move ……” The svelte man named Yafan said steadily, “If my guess is good, the volume of Fei 

Long Group’s shares today will definitely break through any previous day!” 

“Trying to protect the market!” 

Su Yayun smiled lightly, but a strong glow of hatred shot out of her eyes, “That old dog Xu Long, he’s 

finally in big trouble!” 

“Big sister, do you think we can get close enough to the Zhou family, if we can join hands with the Zhou 

family to fight the Dragon Tiger Gang, we will contribute our men and directly suppress the 

headquarters of the Dragon Tiger Gang, so that the Zhou family will pay for the money and sweep the 

Flying Dragon Group away, in that case, then Xu Long will not have any chance to turn the tide again 

even if he has great abilities!” The man named Yafan said. 

“Cooperating with the Zhou family ……” Su Yayun couldn’t help but shake her head slightly and sighed 

softly, “Why wouldn’t I want to, but unfortunately, the Zhou family is not the same as us, their power, 

on the official level, in the shopping mall, people like them, won’t go together with us, because then in 

their opinion, being with us is collusion ……” 

“I pooh!” 

The man with the scar face pooh-poohed disdainfully, “We are hooligans, the Zhou family is something 

good? The young master of the Zhou family, bullying men and women everywhere, I, Liao Qichang, have 

never done such bad things, at most, I just killed a few dog legs of the Dragon Tiger Gang!” 

“That’s different!” The svelte young man said smilingly, “The upper class and the lower ninth class 

society are actually both equally filthy, but the upper class will always be the upper class and the lower 

ninth class will always be the lower ninth class, in the eyes of outsiders, this will never change.” 

“What upper class or not, I think it’s all the same!” The scar face named Liao Qichang said disdainfully, 

“Big sister, I think we can try contacting the Zhou family, we are all going to deal with the Dragon Tiger 

Gang anyway, it’s always better for us to join forces than for one side to work alone!” 

“Big Sister, what Old Liao said is actually not unreasonable.” That svelte young man pondered for a 

moment and said, “I think, we can give it a try, we are still more or less lacking in terms of funds over the 

years, and the Flying Dragon Group has someone protecting it, the amount of funds that can be raised at 

critical times is absolutely unimaginable, that’s why the several malicious takeover battles we launched 

against them in the previous years were unsuccessful. ” 

“However, if we can have the involvement of the Zhou family, then the situation can be completely 

different.” The Zhou family’s financial power is definitely not comparable to that of the Flying Dragon 

Group! Even if all the banks lend money to the Flying Dragon Group, as long as our two families join 

forces, they won’t be able to survive!” 



“Yes, big sister, otherwise, let’s get in touch with the Zhou family!” Liao Qichang also followed suit. 

Su Yayun pondered carefully, but shook her head slightly: “You all only know one thing but not the 

other. The Zhou family’s strength is not just as much as it appears …… If we make contact with the Zhou 

family, it may not be effective! I don’t care about losing face, I already didn’t care about face ten years 

ago, but the problem is, if once the news leaks out, by then the Dragon Tiger Gang will definitely be fully 

prepared, and it will be too late for us to make a move!” 

Liao Qichang and the svelte man couldn’t help but nod slightly, Su Yayun was right, right now Xu Long 

must be having a headache on how to deal with the Zhou family’s retaliation, and his defenses for their 

Donghai gang will definitely be lowered a lot, but once this side makes contact with the Zhou family, 

when the news leaks out, Xu Long is afraid that he might even make a pre-emptive strike! 

“Then we won’t make contact with the Zhou family, big sister, we’ll go straight to work with the Dragon 

Tiger Gang!” A sinister look flashed across Liao Qichang’s face, “And don’t alert those old things in the 

gang, just us from the War Hall, give the Dragon Tiger Gang a surprise!” 

Su Yayun was also a ruthless person who made a snap decision, she slapped the sofa and said in a stern 

voice, “Good! Kai Chang, you go and prepare immediately, tonight, we will start the operation!” 

“Yes!” Liao Qichang immediately nodded his head. 

Stomp, stomp, stomp …… 

A rush of footsteps came, followed by an old man in a suit about sixty years old walking down from 

upstairs with quick steps, in his hand, he was also holding the home phone, “Second Miss, Second Miss, 

a call from General Manager Zhou of the Shengshi Group.” 

“Sheng Shi Group?!” Su Yayun’s three people were all stunned, and immediately, their faces suddenly 

changed. 

“Shengshi Group …… Zhou family?!” 

Chapter 815 

“Hello, Mr. Zhou?” 

When she realized that the person calling her was actually from the Zhou family in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, 

Su Yayun was still stunned for a moment. Just a few minutes ago, she had just decided not to be too 

subservient to the Zhou family, wanting to seize this opportunity and use her own power to fight the 

Dragon Tiger Gang as much as possible, but unexpectedly, only a few minutes had passed, and the Zhou 

family’s phone call came. 

This change of circumstances is really somewhat unpredictable, there are no coincidences. 

“Excuse me, is this Mr Su?” As soon as Su Yayun picked up the phone, a soft charming female voice 

came from inside, “This is Zhou Fei Fei of Shengshi Group, taking the liberty of calling Mr. Su, I wonder if 

I’ve disturbed Mr. Su?” 

“No no!” 



Only at this time did Su Yayun realize that the person she was calling with was actually the Zhou Family’s 

Miss Thousand, the same person that the Dragon Tiger Gang had attacked before! 

In fact, when mentioning the Shengshi Group’s General Manager Zhou, many people would assume that 

it was the current President of the Shengshi Group, Zhou Yanmin, who was also Zhou Fei Fei’s father. As 

for Fei Fei Zhou herself, she can actually only be considered a junior now, and for real large-scale 

cooperation, or big strategies and so on, it is still Zhou Yanmin who steps in more. 

Therefore, when Su Yayun first heard that it was Zhou, the president of Shengshi Group, calling her, she 

thought it was Zhou Yanmin, but she did not expect that it was actually Zhou Fei Fei. 

“General Su, do you have time?” Fei Fei Zhou didn’t have much nonsense, but asked with a direct smile, 

“I wonder if I have this honour to treat Mr Su to a drink?” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but be stunned once again, with this statement, Zhou Fei Fei was inviting herself? 

…… 

“Bang!” 

A celadon antique vase was violently smashed on the ground, falling to pieces and splattering all over 

the floor. 

Several hotly dressed girls were instantly scared out of their wits and looked at the fierce looking 

middle-aged man in front of them with some uncertainty of fear. Despite the incomparable fear in their 

hearts, however, none of them dared to leave rashly because they knew better than anyone else just 

how terrifying the middle-aged man in front of them was. 

In the morning, the master was in such a bad mood that he kicked the girl who had been sleeping next 

to him all night and who had been tormented by him. 

In the middle of the living room sat a middle-aged man in his forties, a man who did not look too stout, 

but whose bare, bulging muscles showed what a strong man he was. 

If it weren’t for the fact that his clothes were open and he looked very grim, this middle-aged man 

would have been a very handsome and attractive man. 

Not too tall, but making him appear not so much big and burly as a kind of competent man. That 

handsome face, even now that he was in his forties, could still tell that in his younger days he was 

definitely a handsome, handsome man! 

But now, this handsome face was covered with a hideous and grim look that looked somewhat ghastly! 

This man with a hideous look on his face was no other than the chairman of the Hang City Flying Dragon 

Group, and also the leader of the Dragon Tiger Gang, Xu Long! 

And it was all because of a message brought by his men and that one phone call he had just made. 

“Get out! Get out immediately!” Xu Long shouted grimly and lowly, scaring the girls into running out in a 

panic, not even bothering to put on the clothes they were wearing before they ran out in a panic, 

enough to see how scared they were of Xu Long. 



A middle-aged man, slightly older than Xu Long by a few years, stood just off to the side of the living 

room, bending slightly and looking respectful, “Master, what did the Zhou family say?” 

“The Zhou family ……” Xu Long’s teeth clacked together, his expression incomparably grim, his forehead 

sinewy, his fists even clenched tightly, clearly hating to the extreme: “Damned Zhou Family, it’s really 

too deceitful!” 

The middle-aged man fell silent, it was obvious that Xu Long must have hit a nail in the Zhou family’s 

coffin, and that was why he was so angry. 

This time, things were really troublesome! 

When he thought of this, the middle-aged man couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, sighing in his 

heart, this second young master, too, was really not good enough to accomplish anything, this time, he 

had really dragged the whole Dragon Tiger Gang and the Flying Dragon Group into the water, offending 

the Zhou family, that meant that the Dragon Tiger Gang would be in big trouble. 

In Jiangsu and Zhejiang, many people know that the Dragon Tiger Gang is powerful, rich and powerful, 

and they have people under them, so I’m afraid that in the eyes of many people, the Dragon Tiger Gang 

is not afraid of anyone except the government! 

However, outsiders do not know that there are too many people that the Dragon Tiger Gang needs to 

fear, and the Zhou family is one of them. 

The Zhou family is one of the four great families of Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

This is not just a statement! To be ranked as one of the several great families is in itself an affirmation of 

strength, and the Dragon Tiger Gang is so strong that it is even called the number one power on the 

road in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, but in front of the Zhou family, it is still at a complete disadvantage. 

Imagine, a family with a strength so strong that the top echelons of Jiangsu and Zhejiang would 

cooperate with it, to want to oppose a black and evil force that can’t stand up in the grand scheme of 

things, that simply has too many reasons. 

This was something that not only did the middle-aged man understand, those in high society 

understood, but Xu Long understood even more. 

It was for this reason that, although the Dragon Tiger Gang had been rampant over the years, they had 

always been humble in their treatment of these big families, and Xu Long had even encouraged his two 

sons to pursue the ladies of these big families. 

However, Xu Long did not expect that Xu Shuai, that little brute, would not only fail to chase her down, 

but would instead work privately with the Border Tent and go straight for the Zhou family’s eldest lady, 

Zhou Fei Fei! 

And the result was that Xu Shuai was captured alive! 

Even if he could have been so righteous as to disown Xu Shuai, his son, and draw a clear line between 

him and the beast, so as to defuse the Zhou family’s anger and ensure that there would be no violent 

conflict between the two sides, the Zhou family did not give him the chance to do so! 



Just now, he called the president of the Shengshi Group, Zhou Yanmin, directly and deliberately said, 

“Mr Zhou, this is Xu Long …… That unfilial son of mine has offended your daughter, I am really sorry, Mr. 

Zhou does not need to worry about me, do what you should do with him!” 

He said this, although it seemed like a gesture of righteousness, but in reality, it was just to test the Zhou 

family’s reaction to this matter. 

However, Zhou Yanmin spoke directly to him, “I don’t know who offended my daughter, however, our 

family’s bodyguard, in the process of catching the murderer, accidentally broke the murderer’s limbs in 

order to prevent the other party from hurting people again, in addition, thanks to Boss Xu’s concern, this 

matter, we will pursue it to the end!” 

As soon as these words were finished, Zhou Yanmin hung up the phone, never giving Xu Long another 

chance to speak! 

All of a sudden, a strong anger filled Xu Long’s whole body, Xu Shuai’s limbs were broken, and it would 

be pursued to the end …… What a bully! 

And that’s not all, just after Xu Long got off the phone with Zhou Yanmin, he received a call from a 

certain leader above him. In the phone call, the leader severely reprimanded Xu Long for destroying the 

stability and unity of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and advised Xu Long not to go against the Zhou family, 

otherwise, he could not help. 

Immediately afterwards, several other people called, and the words were more or less reprimanding, 

asking Xu Long to be soft on the Zhou family and try to defuse this incident. 

Xu Long also became even more furious because of this, but there was nothing he could do, the people 

above him did not support him, and with his own ability alone, trying to go against the Zhou family, the 

risk was just too great. 

“This beast!” 

Xu Long said with a grim face and gritted his teeth, “You say, how dare he, how could he think of it, to 

actually go after the Zhou family’s Missy! What a damn ……” 

The middle-aged man could not help but be silent, such matters concerned the second young master, he 

would not just comment. 

“You lay your hands on it, but you actually don’t have the ability to do so, and you miss and get caught 

by someone!” At this moment, Xu Long could be described as furious, his lungs were about to explode, 

“A dozen brothers from our gang, plus 20 to 30 people from the boundary tent, adding up to a total of 

30 to 40 people, actually did not even do a few of other people’s bodyguards …… The punk! Rice 

buckets! All of them are trash!” 

Xu Long growled and kicked away the chair beside him, “What fucking trash!” 

“Master, it’s useless to just get angry, isn’t the immediate task now to discuss what to do first to deal 

with the revenge that the Zhou family is about to launch?” The middle-aged man asked cautiously. 



Xu Long couldn’t help but rub his brow and said, “You’re right, butler Xu, call all the heads of the halls 

immediately and tell them to go to the headquarters of the Flying Dragon Group immediately, say that I 

have an urgent matter to discuss with them ……” 

“Yes! Master!” Housekeeper Xu immediately nodded his head and turned around to make the call. 

…… 

Sheng Shi Hotel, inside the most luxurious box, Ji Feng and Zhou Fei Fei sat on the sofa and were waiting 

for Su Yayun’s arrival. 

“Young Ji, there’s a question I don’t know if it’s appropriate to ask!” Fei Fei Zhou said softly with a smile 

on her face. 

“What?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Actually, even if we want to fight the Dragon Tiger Gang without the power of the East Sea Gang, it’s 

not that we can’t do it, but you still insist on bringing the East Sea Gang in, why is that?” Zhou Fei Fei 

asked, “Is it to get Xu Yuan to identify with Su Ya Yun?” 

If the East China Sea Gang was involved, it might cause a lot of chaos when the time came, but if we 

were to fight the Dragon Tiger Gang directly through official power, it would be much more convenient, 

so Zhou Fei Fei was a little confused, and the only possibility she could guess was that Ji Feng wanted to 

get Su Yayun to identify with Xu Yuan through this matter. 

Chapter 816 

“Bringing the East China Sea Gang in is not just for Xu Yuan to identify with Su Yayun, I’ve said long ago 

that I won’t interfere with matters between them indiscriminately. Besides, I can’t interfere either.” Ji 

Feng shook his head slightly and smiled, “Don’t worry, I naturally have some arrangements, but I can’t 

say anything about it yet, if I do, it won’t be good.” 

“Just you’re mysterious!” 

Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but give him a white glance, and then, she asked, “Young Ji, you really can’t 

say anything?!” 

“Can’t say!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Do you not seem to think I’m particularly stupid?” Zhou Fei Fei asked in exasperation, “Since you think 

I’m stupid, then you should have explained to me if you have something, now it’s causing me to be at a 

loss as to what to do!” 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, seeing Zhou Fei Fei’s exasperated and slightly aggrieved look, he was immediately 

happy, “Oh, Fei Fei, you’re not stupid, it’s just that there are some things we stand from different angles, 

so our ideas and thinking are also very different, but that doesn’t mean you’re stupid!” 

“Really!?” Fifi Zhou asked. 

“Do you think that I look like I’m comforting you right now?” Ji Feng laughed dumbly. 



Only then did Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face redden slightly and glared fiercely at Ji Feng, but there was an 

indescribably complicated taste in her heart. Not to mention, originally in Zhou Fei Fei’s opinion, she was 

still considered very smart, at least in some business operations, after a year or two of learning, now she 

herself can control the whole Shengshi Group, and still comfortable. 

Although there are professional managers in the middle of this, however, those basic operations cannot 

be hidden from her eyes. For example, she can identify problems in the company’s operation from a pile 

of figures and reports, or see whether the people underneath her are cheating. 

These require more than just experience; vision and brains are just as important. 

However, in front of Ji Feng, Zhou Fei Fei felt that her brain was not enough. For example, last night, he 

had a plan that made her think about it for half a day, but she could not figure it out until she got home 

and through her grandfather’s explanation, she understood Ji Feng’s intention. 

Now that I think about it, isn’t it just that I was too stupid! 

However, now that she heard Ji Feng say this, Zhou Fei Fei suddenly felt as if she only looked stupid in 

front of this guy …… 

The fact is that you can’t help but feel a little sour in Zhou Fei Fei’s heart, are you really caught up in 

this? 

“Young Ji, I have another question to ask you!” After a slight pause, Zhou Fei Fei suddenly said. 

“What kind of question do you have?” Ji Feng laughed. 

“What I want to ask is, if you have an extra girlfriend, does your current girlfriend know about it and 

doesn’t care about you?” Zhou Fei Fei asked with an odd expression. 

“What?!” 

Ji Feng, however, did not notice Zhou Fei Fei’s expression, when he heard this question, he could not 

help but be stunned, then he coughed dryly, “So what, Fei Fei, let’s order first, I think Su Ya Yun should 

be coming soon.” 

Zhou Fei Fei quickly pushed down the thoughts in her heart and said with a coquettish smile, “That’s 

right, Ji Shao, what do you like to eat? The best thing here should be hairy crabs, I just don’t know if you 

like them, why don’t you ask the kitchen to serve a few?” 

Ji Feng could not help but shake his head and smile: “Hairy crabs or forget it, I will not follow this wind, 

you look at a few random dishes, as long as you can eat enough!” 

For in and the so-called hairy crabs, Ji Feng could not dare to compliment. 

I don’t know what’s going on, but in recent years, hairy crabs are really crab walking in China’s market – 

running rampant for a while! 

The price of hairy crabs has soared to a ridiculous price, but the more expensive they are, the more 

people buy them. 



In fact, he also knows that this situation just proves the saying that all expensive things are bought but 

not used and used but not bought. 

This means that the one who spends money on everything is almost certain that this is not what he or 

she bought to use, and the one who is using it is certainly not the one who bought it …… A very ironic 

statement, but a reality. 

So when this hairy crab is mentioned, Ji Feng immediately shakes his head, this trend, he is better not to 

follow, otherwise, even the dragon meat does not smell good in the mouth. 

Especially when he thought about this one hairy crab, which in the past was enough to cover his living 

expenses for a long time, Ji Feng hated it. 

“It doesn’t cost you any money, what are you afraid of?” Zhou Fei Fei asked with a smile. 

Ji Feng bristled, “Me, actually I’m afraid of getting rich and famous, it’s better to dabble less in these 

things and be my little old man!” 

“You’re still a little old man?!” Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but laugh and cry, she didn’t even know what 

to say, if Ji Feng was considered a little old man, then what was she? 

“Actually, my heart has always been the heart of a little old man, that’s what matters!” Ji Feng smiled. 

Zhou Fei Fei laughed delicately, “OK, OK, don’t be poor, I’m afraid you haven’t even seen what the life of 

a little old man is like, right? Hurry up and order your food ……” 

“I don’t know what the life of the common people is like?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and 

smile, how many other people know more about the hardships of the common people than himself? 

Although the heart thinks so, but he did not argue, some things, their own heart know on the line, there 

is no need to proclaim everywhere. 

There is no need to proclaim it everywhere. People who always think about the hardships of the past 

and are now proud of themselves will always have some inferiority complex in their hearts. And those 

who look down on those who are poor and think they are so noble and have such exalted tastes are 

actually empty in their hearts. 

True composure is to be vain and spoiled! 

This is why the current Ji Feng, the same will also go in and out of high-class hotels, drive a good car, live 

in a villa, but the concept of consumption is still very casual, without the slightest preoccupation, to say 

that there is, there is only one thing, only pay attention to practicality and needs. 

The things they need, the practical things, they buy up very casually. 

As for those luxury goods or some unnecessary things, Ji Feng almost did not even look up, that is not 

his dish! 

…… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re looking for. 

Immediately, a waiter came over and led them to the private room where Ji Feng and Zhou Fei Fei were. 



Swish! 

Liu Zejun stood at the door and fiercely reached out to stop Su Yayun and the others, sweeping his gaze 

over a few people, “Who is it?!” 

In this instant, Su Yayun and the others’ hearts instantly jumped wildly a few times, a chill rising from 

the end of their spines, then rising rapidly, instantly exploding in their heads. 

What a terrifying look! 

Su Yayun and the others could not help but exclaim in their hearts. 

“Phew!” 

Liao Qichang hurriedly took a step forward, price Su Yayun and the others behind him, his muscles 

tensed up tightly as he looked at Liu Zejun warily, “This brother, our boss is here for the banquet at the 

invitation of General Manager Zhou, I wonder if there’s any problem?” 

“What’s the name?!” Liu Zejun asked indifferently. 

“This brother, my name is Su Yayun, I am the boss of the Donghai Group.” Su Yayun took a deep breath, 

forced herself to calm down, pushed Liao Qichang away, and politely said to Liu Zejun. 

“So it’s Su, please go ahead, Mr. Zhou and our boss are waiting for you inside.” Liu Zejun nodded slightly. 

“Many thanks to this brother!” Su Yayun gave Liu Zejun a deep look before this time pushing the door 

and walking in, but in her heart she was secretly amazed, this man was Zhou Fei Fei’s bodyguard? 

Liao Qichang took the initiative to stay outside and stood at the door with the other two, jointly 

protecting the people in the box. 

…… 

“Hello, Mr. Zhou, we meet again!” When she came to the box, Su Yayun first saw Zhou Fei Fei who was 

sitting on the sofa, talking and laughing with a young man, she was slightly surprised in her heart, but 

her pretty face line was with a soft smile as she walked over quickly. 

“Mr. Su, if you don’t mind, just call me Fei Fei, or call me sister too!” Zhou Fei Fei stood up with a 

delicate smile and said cordially. 

“Alright then, I’ll call you Fifi, and you can just call me Ya Yun too.” Su Yayun also laughed softly. 

These two equally flirtatious and charming women stood together, instantly making the atmosphere in 

the compartment become active and stand up, and this alluring sight of flowery branches instantly 

wavered Ji Feng’s eyes. 

He couldn’t help but secretly nod his head, with just a few simple words, the relationship between these 

two women was greatly brought closer, this kind of socializing tactic is really unique to women, you 

can’t even learn it if you want to. But it was undeniable that this method really worked well. 

“Sister Ya Yun, let me introduce to you, this is my friend, Ji Shao.” Zhou Fei Fei gestured to Ji Feng. 

Su Yayun was slightly surprised, but her face wore a warm and cordial smile, “Hello, young Ji.” 



Ji Feng smiled and nodded as a greeting, the main character today was Zhou Fei Fei, he stayed here and 

was just a spectator on the sidelines, so naturally he didn’t need to make a scene. 

But he did not know that this attitude of his fell into the eyes of Su Yayun, but it became the doings of a 

great young master. 

In Su Ya Yun’s eyes, this might be another young master of some worldly family who was pursuing Fei 

Fei Zhou, or perhaps some young master of the Zhou family. For such a person, Su Yayun naturally did 

not have any good feelings, so she just stopped talking to Ji Feng after greeting him. 

“Sister Ya Yun, this is ……” Zhou Fei Fei pointed at the svelte young man who followed Su Yayun in and 

asked with a smile, “Sister’s boyfriend?” 

“No, this is the general manager of our group, Zhao Yafan.” Su Yayun said with a smile. 

…… 

Outside the box, Scarface Liao Qichang stood at the door, not glancing at the expressionless Liu Zejun 

not far away, his heart couldn’t help but mutter secretly, that look this guy just gave, it was too scary, it 

looked like, this guy was definitely not an ordinary person ah. 

But the most hateful thing was that he had actually created fear in his heart after being looked at by him 

that way! 

This made Liao Qichang feel very unconvinced, all these years of licking blood from the mouth of the 

sword, I don’t know how many times he had fought and killed, he would be afraid of this kid who didn’t 

look good either? 

“Should I compete with him?” Liao Qichang touched the scar on his chin, but his stomach was flooded 

with bad news, wanting to rectify Liu Zejun and get back the face he had just made. 

Chapter 817 

“Hey!” 

Looking at Liu Zejun at the door, Liao Qichang raised his chin, the scar on his chin looked especially 

obvious in the light, and even looked a bit hideous. 

Liu Zejun didn’t even look at him, just stood in the doorway with an expressionless face. 

Liao Qichang then felt a little bored, and he couldn’t help but mutter, “So cool, you still think you’re a 

super bodyguard, huh?” 

“Brother Liao, I think this guy is a bit cold, it’s better not to mess with him!” One of the bodyguards who 

followed Liao Qichang said in a low voice, “People like this probably don’t have too good a temper, don’t 

piss him off!” 

“What, are you afraid?” The other bodyguard asked. 

“I’m scared?” 



The bodyguard grunted, “How many times have I fought with the people of the Dragon Tiger Gang over 

the years? What ruthless man have I not seen, I would be afraid of him?!” 

“Then go and try him, don’t disgrace our Donghai Gang!” Another bodyguard laughed heatedly, “Brother 

Liao, what do you think?” 

Liao Qichang nodded slightly, “That’s right, go and try!” 

That bodyguard immediately nodded imperceptibly, then he took two steps forward and came in front 

of Liu Zejun. 

“Stay away from me!” Liu Zejun, who hadn’t spoken, suddenly spoke coldly, “Get into my range of attack 

and I’ll think you’re provoking!” 

“Brother, don’t be too pretentious, or else you will easily get defeated!” The bodyguard laughed. 

“Three!” 

Liu Zejun raised his hand and extended three fingers, “I’ll count to three, if you still don’t leave, I’ll 

consider you to be actively provoking.” 

“Cut!” 

The bodyguard was enraged by this open-minded attitude of Liu Zejun, he sneered, “What if I don’t 

leave?” 

“Two!” 

Liu Zejun collected a finger. 

“I’d like to know what will happen if I don’t leave after you count to three?” The bodyguard asked with a 

smirk. 

Liao Qichang and a bodyguard outside the two, also smiling, were watching this scene, as the bodyguard 

said before, these years and the Dragon Tiger Gang do not know how many times the firefight, they 

have seen the ruthless people, is too much, even in the face of the Dragon Tiger Gang’s gold medal 

fighters, they have never been afraid, and how would they be afraid of this guy who is pretending to be 

cool? 

In fact, if one thought about it, one would know that how many of those who could work as bodyguards 

next to Su Yayun were incompetent? 

These bodyguards were definitely people who had experienced life and death and were super strong, 

otherwise, how would they be able to ensure Su Yayun’s safety under the oppression of the powerful 

Dragon Tiger Gang? 

“Pretend! Just pretend as hard as you can!” A bodyguard next to him muttered in a low voice, “We’ve 

seen a lot of powerful people, but this is the first time we’ve seen someone who can pretend like this. 

Bullshit!” 

“One!” 



Liu Zejun said with an expressionless face. 

“Sorry, I didn’t leave!” The bodyguard said smilingly, not only did he not leave, but he took another step 

forward, and this time, he was only an arm’s length away from Liu Zejun. 

Whew! 

In the next moment, Liu Zejun answered him with a practical action, if he didn’t leave, what exactly 

would be the consequences! 

Liu Zejun smashed his fist with lightning speed, and the bodyguard was also prepared and dodged 

fiercely. 

However, at this very moment, Liu Zejun’s foot had somehow reached the front of this bodyguard’s 

belly and kicked it fiercely! 

“Bang!” 

The bodyguard was instantly stomped to the ground by Liu Zejun, and did not even have time to react 

halfway, he just passed out directly. 

However, Liu Zejun, who had won, did not pause in the slightest, as he fiercely leaned forward, his 

hands directly clasped the bodyguard’s arms, and with a fierce flick of his wrist, he only heard a ‘crunch’ 

sound, and the bodyguard’s hands were directly removed. 

“Bastard! Stop!” Liao Qichang was shocked and roared in anger as he instantly lunged towards Liu Zejun. 

Swish swish! 

At the same time as Liao Qichang did it, Liu Zejun had already pulled off the fainted bodyguard’s belt 

and tied the man’s legs together, and even if he woke up, there was absolutely no way he could remove 

the belt and could only lie there like a dead corpse. 

Only after this was done did Liu Zejun stand up without panic, then suddenly burst out and kicked out 

fiercely at Liao Qichang who had already pounced on him. 

Liao Qichang subconsciously raised his hand to block, and in the next moment, Liu Zejun’s leg smashed 

directly onto his arm. 

“Bang!” With a collision, Liao Qichang let out a stifled cry, his legs went weak and he almost didn’t fall to 

his knees at once. 

Stomp, stomp, stomp! 

Liao Qichang staggered backwards a few steps before he stood firm, his hands drooping, his eyes filled 

with a look of shock, seemingly in disbelief at what was happening in front of him. 

At this time, the other baby also reached the front, but Liu Zejun had somehow gotten behind him and 

slashed the bodyguard’s neck with his palm as a knife, and the latter instantly fainted. 

Liu Zejun once again unhurriedly removed both of the bodyguard’s arms, then pulled out his belt and 

similarly tied up his legs and threw him to the ground, just like the first bodyguard. 



Liao Qichang’s face was in a state of disgrace. It was only a single encounter, and two of his three men 

had already been taken down. His own hands were even dislocated by Liu Zejun’s leg, and he was 

unable to exert any strength at all. 

Liu Zejun stared at him coldly, “Are you going to do it yourself, or do you want me to do it!” 

“Friend, it’s just a joke, no need to be so serious, right?” Liao Qichang asked awkwardly, but his heart 

was full of shock, Liu Zejun’s body was really strong beyond his imagination, looking at that clean and 

sharp movement, that was simply a killing machine. 

Liao Qichang believed that if Liu Zejun had been willing, in that instant, the two bodyguards on the 

ground would have been dead long ago. 

“I said friend ……” Liao Qichang was just about to speak when he saw Liu Zejun’s body suddenly 

skyrocket. 

Whew! 

A strong wind swept by, Liu Zejun had already arrived behind Liao Qichang and smashed his fist directly 

into the back of Liao Qichang’s heart …… The first thing that happened was that Liao Qichang passed out 

without the slightest suspicion. 

And then, Liao Qichang also did not escape the fate of being tied up, his belt was likewise drawn off and 

tied to his legs, and then was thrown by Liu Zejun to a position side by side with the other two 

bodyguards, and the three men just lay at the entrance of the box, all unconscious. 

Only after this was done did Liu Zejun stand up, slightly clapping his hands as if to knock the dust off his 

hands, and then he stood at the entrance of the box once more as if nothing had happened. 

Even the waiter serving the food walked by and couldn’t help but look at Liu Zejun in astonishment, as 

well as the three guys lying on the floor. 

…… 

“What? Fei Fei, you want to cooperate with us?” Inside the box, Su Ya Yun looked at Fei Fei Zhou 

unexpectedly, “Fei Fei, how do you want to cooperate with us?” 

Zhou Fei Fei smiled slightly, “Sister Ya Yun, compared to our feud with the Dragon Tiger Gang, you have 

heard some of it, right?” 

“I have heard of it slightly.” Su Yayun nodded slightly. 

“By the same token, we have also heard quite a lot about the East Sea Gang’s feud with the Dragon Tiger 

Gang, so I think that both of us have a basis for cooperation in ourselves, and both have a common goal 

– to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang!” Zhou Fei Fei smiled coquettishly, “It’s just that our powers are 

not on the same level, which is why we need to cooperate!” 

“I acknowledge all of what you said.” Su Yayun nodded slightly, “Fei Fei, in what way do you want to 

cooperate?” 

“It’s very simple!” 



Fei Fei Zhou smiled, “We both share information, we will snipe at the Flying Dragon Group, while you, 

on the other hand, will be responsible for beating up those individual rogue gangs of the Dragon Tiger 

Gang, and our ultimate target, is Xu Long, what do you think of my proposal?” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but hesitate a little, “Fei Fei, frankly speaking, this proposal of yours really makes 

my heart flutter, but there’s one thing I can’t understand, with the Zhou family’s strength, they are fully 

capable of knocking out the Dragon Tiger Gang, so why do they still need to find me?” 

“The reason is very simple!” 

Fei Fei Zhou smiled sweetly, “Because both of us want to beat up the Dragon Tiger Gang and want to 

make Xu Long kneel down and repent! I have just said that, in that case, we will have a basis for 

cooperation. Secondly, there are many rogue gangsters in the Dragon Tiger Gang, so it will be easier if 

you are involved, and at the same time, if we both cooperate, then you can attract some of the 

outsiders’ attention, in which case, we will have more room to play, don’t you think?” 

If the Zhou family alone were to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang, then I’m afraid that the majority of 

people’s eyes would be focused on the Zhou family, and if anything happens then, the Zhou family 

would be under the most pressure, and it might even be that because of some meddling, the matter 

would end up in vain, and it wouldn’t be able to bring down Xu Long directly in the end! 

However, with the joining of the East Sea Gang, it will be different. Not only will the East Sea Gang be 

able to attract some of the attention, but also, when someone puts pressure on the Zhou family, the 

East Sea Gang can be more aggressive, and when the East Sea Gang is under pressure, the Zhou family 

can also free up their hands. 

It can be said that the cooperation between the two sides has a hundred benefits without any harm. 

Perhaps this was the reason why Ji Feng insisted on dragging the East China Sea Gang in. 

As soon as she thought about this, Zhou Fei Fei became even more impressed with Ji Feng’s wisdom. 

Su Yayun pondered for a moment before understanding Zhou Fei Fei’s intentions, and she and Zhao 

Yafan exchanged a glance, both of them nodding slightly at the same time. 

“Fei Fei, I have to say, this offer of yours really makes my heart flutter, well, I agree!” Su Yayun smiled 

sweetly, “Just, I hope Fei Fei won’t mind that the East Sea Gang is too weak, when we should do our 

best, we will definitely do our best!” 

“That would be great.” Fei Fei Zhou smiled sweetly, “Wish us a happy cooperation in advance!” 

“Happy cooperation!” Su Yayun said with a smile as well. 

These two were both very attractive women, and now that they were sitting together, they really 

complimented each other and reflected each other, and Ji Feng couldn’t help but look at them sideways. 

Su Yayun felt that kind of gaze from him and became even more sure of her judgment, this is a second 

world ancestor, I really don’t know why Zhou Fei Fei brought him along when we talked about 

cooperation …… Su Yayun’s heart is disgusted! 
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Since the tone of cooperation had been finalised, the next step was for both sides to enhance their 

relationship. 

Zhou Fei Fei smiled sweetly, “Sister Ya Yun, today I have specially ordered a few special dishes from this 

hotel, I also invite Sister Ya Yun to taste them, I hope you will like them.” 

As she spoke, she then pressed the service bell on the wall behind the sofa, “Serve the dishes!” 

“Yes, please wait a moment!” The voice of the waiter came over the speaker next to the service bell. 

“Everyone take your seats, it’s just about time for dinner, I’m getting a little hungry!” Ji Feng smiled, no 

matter how big things happened, meals always had to be eaten, remember the happiest time in the past 

was when he could sit with his mother and have a hot, full meal. 

For eating, Ji Feng always had a very special feeling, no matter if the meal was a mountain of food or a 

meal of chaff, he always had to eat enough. 

Moreover, for those who are gluttonous, Ji Feng will always have a special good feeling. It would be sad 

if a person could not even satisfy his own appetite. 

Su Yayun, however, did not have a good feeling about Ji Feng. Although this guy looked very stable, he 

felt that he had a kind of arrogance about him and looked like the kind of second-rate person who 

pretends to be deep. 

If Ji Feng knew what was in Su Ya Yun’s mind, but I don’t know what he would feel, his own calm and 

steady temperament, in Su Ya Yun’s eyes, had become a staged …… 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on a lot of things. 

The four people took their seats in turn, and Ji Feng still unceremoniously sat in the main seat, and Zhou 

Fei Fei then sat next to him. 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but frown at this guy, he was really taking himself too seriously, but Zhou Fei Fei 

was also really, how could he let this second generation guy do whatever he wanted? 

However, since the owner of this place, Zhou Fei Fei, didn’t say anything, Su Yayun naturally couldn’t say 

anything more, so she winked at Zhao Yafan and they sat down opposite Zhou Fei Fei. 

Zhao Yafan immediately understood Su Yayun’s meaning and he asked with a smile, “Mr Zhou, at the 

risk of asking, this Mr Ji is ……” 

“This is my friend, young Ji!” Zhou Fei Fei saw that Ji Feng had no intention of introducing himself, so she 

whispered with a smile. 

“Oh?” Su Yayun couldn’t help but be a little surprised and asked with a pursed smile, “It’s Fifi’s 

boyfriend?” 

“I’d like to, but unfortunately, falling flowers are intentional and flowing water is heartless ……” Zhou Fei 

Fei could not help but sigh softly, sorrowful and somewhat pitying glance at Ji Feng, that look like a 

sentimental and lonely mournful woman. 



Su Yayun then couldn’t help but be surprised, this was really strange, it didn’t look like things were as 

they thought, it seemed that it was Zhou Fei Fei who was pursuing this youth and hadn’t caught up! 

And then remembering that when Zhou Fei Fei introduced this youth, she also just said that this was Ji 

Shao, without even introducing his name, which obviously still carried a kind of respect, or rather, a …… 

The fact that this is the first time that I’ve ever seen a person in the world who has been in awe of a 

young man, I can’t help but feel curious. 

But seeing that Ji Feng did not have the intention to say more, Su Yayun could not ask more, she could 

only smile and nod, saying: “Fei Fei you are joking, like you such a stunning girl, I do not know how many 

men are charmed by you, if I were a man, I would not be able to resist moving!” 

Zhou Fei Fei laughed lightly, “Sister, you’re flattering me, I’m not feeling sorry for myself, I fought for a 

long time before being allowed by young Ji to pursue him!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand with a smile and said, “Alright, alright, no need to keep making fun of me, it’s just 

a joke.” 

Zhou Fei Fei then couldn’t help but give him a white look and pouted, “What, did you really take our 

previous agreement as a joke?” 

Ji Feng laughed dumbly and said noncommittally, “If you take it seriously, then it’s not a bad idea!” 

Su Yayun looked at Ji Feng and Zhou Fei Fei, her heart became even more confused, it really seemed like 

Zhou Fei Fei was pursuing this young man, while this man didn’t take it seriously, this was really strange, 

in Jiangzhe, there was actually someone who could resist the charm of Miss Zhou’s family? 

Not to mention the Zhou family’s wealth and strength, Zhou Fei Fei’s stunning beauty alone would move 

any man, and as far as Su Ya Yun knew, there were many young men and young talents in the whole of 

Hangzhou who were madly pursuing Zhou Fei Fei. 

Was he introducing himself as a retreat, or was he just pretending to be deep in order to attract Fei Fei 

Zhou? 

Soon, Su Yayun shook her head slightly and put the matter behind her, now was not the time to think 

about this, since she had established a partnership with the Zhou family, it was time to think about how 

to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang and that old dog Xu Long! 

“Knock knock knock!” 

A knock on the door suddenly recalled, followed by the door of the compartment being pushed open, 

and a middle-aged man walked in with a few waiters. 

“Eldest Miss, the dish you want is here!” The middle-aged man said with a slightly respectful voice. 

“Manager Hu, you’ve worked hard.” Zhou Fei Fei nodded and smiled. 

“No hard work, no hard work.” The middle-aged man hurriedly waved his hand and directed those 

waiters to bring all the dishes to the table, “Missy, a few of you, please enjoy your meal, if there’s 

anything you need, just call me!” 



“Manager Hu, you go ahead and get busy.” Fei Fei Zhou said. 

“Okay!” Manager Hu nodded slightly, but opened his mouth slightly, somewhat wanting to say 

something. 

“What’s wrong Manager Hu, is there anything else you want to say?” Fei Fei Zhou asked. 

Manager Hu said with some hesitation, “That …… It’s like this, I was just outside the door and it seems 

that I saw a few of the bodyguards might have had a bit of a confrontation.” 

“What!?” Several people could not help but be stunned. 

Su Yayun’s eyebrows were even more furrowed as she immediately turned her head and said, “Yafan, 

hurry up and go take a look, there must be something Liao Qichang is causing trouble, this guy, don’t let 

him hurt anyone, tell him to hurry up and make amends to people!” 

As soon as she heard it, she knew that this so-called conflict was definitely between Liao Qichang and 

the bodyguard standing at the door. 

For Liao Qichang, Su Yayun really knew too much, she couldn’t help but secretly complain, this guy is 

also really, this side has just established a cooperative relationship with the Zhou family, if up here and 

beat up other people’s bodyguards, I’m afraid this cooperation will not be so happy to continue. 

Who knows, Ji Feng but smiled and waved his hand and said, “Don’t worry, they are all bloodthirsty 

people, they are probably sparring with each other, it’s no big deal, Mr. Su doesn’t need to be so 

nervous!” 

“I’d better go and have a look.” Zhao Yafan hurriedly said, “That bodyguard of our General Manager Su 

is not only a bit hot-tempered, mainly because he doesn’t know how to strike with a lighter touch, and 

the same goes for the other two bodyguards, if they should injure General Manager Zhou’s bodyguard, 

it would be bad ……” 

“Hehe ……” 

Ji Feng burst out laughing, couldn’t help but shake his head slightly and lost his smile, “Mr. Zhao, just sit 

back and relax, my man won’t get hurt, even those three bodyguards of yours together are no match for 

him …… Bad!” 

Just as he said this, Ji Feng suddenly reacted, he stood up sharply and slapped his forehead, “This kid Liu 

Zejun wouldn’t know the lightness of the situation, would he?” 

“What?!” 

Su Yayun and Zhao Yafan were both a little baffled, what did Ji Feng mean by this? He meant that his 

bodyguard would injure Liao Qichang and the others? 

That was a joke! 

In this instant, the original impression that Su Yayun’s attitude towards Ji Feng had slightly shifted and 

she was more or less curious about his identity instantly became even worse. To this day, he was still 



pretending, and he was still taking the safety of his men seriously, and had to put gold on his own face, 

and in the end, wasn’t it his men who were injured? 

This kind of person is definitely a good-for-nothing second generation, and I don’t know if Zhou Fei Fei 

was blinded by lard, how come she fell for such a dude. 

“Yafan, hurry up and check it out!” Su Yayun commanded. 

Ji Feng glanced at her and instantly understood what Su Yayun was thinking, he couldn’t help but shake 

his head and smile, it looked like this woman, who was like a ripe peach, didn’t trust herself, did she 

think she was making a fat face? 

“Uh ……” 

Manager Hu, who was standing at the side, opened his mouth at this time and couldn’t help but say, 

“Mr. Su, that ……” 

“What’s wrong?” Su Yayun asked, and then she frowned, “What, did my man really injure Mr. Zhou’s 

bodyguard? This Liao Qichang, really abominable ……” 

Manager Hu said cautiously, “That …… Mr. Su, things aren’t what you think, it’s ……” 

“What is it?!” Zhou Fei Fei’s eyebrows knitted slightly as she asked indifferently, “Manager Hu, whatever 

you have to say, just say it.” 

“Yes!” 

Manager Hu hurriedly nodded and said, “It was your bodyguard, Miss Big, who knocked out all three of 

Mr. Su’s bodyguards and placed them side by side in the corridor next to the box ……” 

“What?!” 

Everyone in the box couldn’t help but be surprised, especially Su Yayun and Zhao Yafan, who had shock 

in their eyes, “Liao Qichang and the others were all knocked unconscious? They were also placed side by 

side in the corridor? This, how is this possible ……” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s inquiring eyes looked at Ji Feng, “Ji Shao, this ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “Liu Zejun isn’t a person who is open-minded, I’m afraid, it 

should be someone from General Manager Su who took the initiative to provoke him, otherwise, he 

wouldn’t have done this!” 

“Let’s not say so much first, hurry up and go out and take a look?” Zhou Fei Fei said. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, “You’re right, let’s go out and take a look, this kid Liu Zejun is really ……” 

Several people hurriedly got up and left the table, striding to the door of the box. 

Manager Hu walked in the forefront, he pulled open the door of the box, pointed outside and said with 

a bitter smile, “Missy, Mr. Su, you see ……” 
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Following Manager Hu’s gaze, everyone present, except for Ji Feng, was stunned. Su Yayun and Zhao 

Yafan in particular had a look of disbelief in their eyes, unable to believe the scene in front of them! 

At the entrance of the box, Liu Zejun stood there with an expressionless face, his body standing straight. 

In the corridor not far from him, Scarface Liao Qichang and his two companions were staring at Liu 

Zezun in anger. Although the three of them were angry, there was nothing they could do, as both of 

their arms had been removed and their legs were tied directly by their own belts, so they were unable 

to break free. 

And to shout and scream here would only bring shame to Su Ya Yun. 

Therefore, Liao Qichang could only do so, lying on the ground with their heads held high, staring deadly 

at Liu Zejun, almost wishing to bite him to death alive! 

Looking at this scene in front of them, Su Yayun and Zhao Yafan both simply did not know what to say, 

this situation really made them both shocked and embarrassed, and both of them had wonderful 

expressions on their faces. 

Especially when she thought that she was worried about Liao Qichang and the others injuring Zhou Fei 

Fei’s bodyguards, and when Ji Feng said, “My men will not be injured, even your three bodyguards 

together are no match for him”, Su Yayun thought that he was pretending, trying to make a fat face in 

front of Zhou Fei Fei. However, the scene in front of her now was a real slap in the face to them! 

In fact, not only Su Yayun and Zhao Yafan, but also Zhou Fei Fei, were equally shocked and could even be 

said to be in a state of disbelief. 

Su Yayun was the head of the East Sea Gang, if she said that her bodyguards were only third-rate punks, 

I’m afraid that even a fool would not believe it. Those who were able to stay by her side as bodyguards 

were definitely first-class experts! 

What’s more, there were three of them! 

And this more or less mute looking follower of Ji Feng’s was the only one, and he looked a bit thin, as if 

he was weak. I’m afraid it was hard to believe that it was this guy, who looked both mute and somewhat 

one-dimensional, who had actually soundlessly put down all three of these first-class experts of the East 

Sea Gang. 

Moreover, there was only a door separating this place from the box, but he and the others could not 

hear anything from inside, which was enough to see that when Liu Ze-jun was solving Su Yayun’s three 

bodyguards, he did it in an instant, not allowing the other party to resist at all! 

This kind of skill is really too perverted …… 

The fact is that the three bodyguards of the East Sea Gang are all experienced in a hundred battles, but 

in front of Liu Zejun, they are so unbeatable! 

Look at Liu Zejun’s body, not even his clothes are wrinkled, neat and tidy, and he is calm and collected as 

always …… I’m afraid he didn’t even take out a fifth of his strength! 



For a moment, Zhou Fei Fei’s beautiful eyes couldn’t help but be filled with a strange look, this is really 

in line with an old saying: things are gathered by their own kind, people are divided by their own group! 

Ji Feng alone single-handedly cut down the attacking team of the Dragon Tiger Gang and the Boundary 

Tent people, acting cleanly and without the slightest delay, and to think that his followers, too, were 

actually like that …… Both are such perverts! 

“Khan!” 

Seeing this scene in front of him, Ji Feng couldn’t help but be half speechless for a long time, in the end, 

he could only laugh bitterly, “Zejun, what’s going on? Why are you guys moving your hands in a good 

way?” 

This time when he asked Su Yayun to come over, he wanted to cooperate with her, but how come 

before the cooperation officially started, they got into a fight first? 

Liu Zejun replied, “It’s nothing, it’s just that these three brothers want to point out to me, in order to 

prevent affecting the boss’s meal, I’ll let them be quiet for a while.” 

At these words, the three men on the ground, Liao Qichang, instantly turned red and subconsciously 

lowered their heads, not daring to look at Su Yayun and the others. This was a straightforward slap in 

the face, and the slap was so loud that the three of them simply couldn’t see anyone else. 

Ji Feng was crying and laughing, not only was Liu Ze-jun’s fist and kick kung fu great, even his mouth 

sarcasm had grown greatly. 

He shook his head and laughed: “This is nonsense, hurry up and help him up!” 

“Yes!” Liu Zejun immediately shouted in response. 

He stepped forward and grabbed both of Liao Qichang’s arms with both hands, and with a shake of his 

wrist, he gave a fierce thump upwards, only to hear two muffled ‘thump’ sounds, Liao Qichang gave a 

muffled cry, and Liu Zejun then turned to the other man’s side and similarly quickly attached the arms of 

the other two. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh bitterly as he watched, this guy Liu Zejun, he actually removed someone’s 

arm straight away! 

After slightly moving their arms a few times, the three Liao Qichang found that although their arms were 

still uncomfortable, they were able to move, they lowered their heads and their faces turned red as they 

quickly unbuckled the belts on their legs and hurriedly climbed up and stood behind Su Yayun with red 

faces. 

During this whole process, they didn’t even say a word, not because they didn’t want to, but they really 

didn’t have anything to say. 

Looking at Liu Zejun’s cool look, Liao Qichang wanted to teach him a lesson, but they didn’t expect that 

not only did they fail to do so, but they were taught a lesson by others. 

This time, they were really ashamed of themselves, what else could they say? 



Su Yayun’s chest rose and fell slightly in anger, glaring fiercely at Liao Qichang and the three of them, her 

silver teeth clenched, she simply did not know what to say. 

“So what, Chief Su, I’m really sorry.” Ji Feng said with a smile, “It’s just a little misunderstanding, I hope 

not to take it to heart!” 

“Of course not!” 

Su Yayun hummed, “You don’t need to apologize if my men don’t compete!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown at once, “Mr. Su, from what you’re saying, it seems like you’re very 

upset?” 

Su Yayun glanced at him and didn’t say anything. 

Ji Feng then frowned slightly, this Su Yayun was really odd, if it was Liao Qichang and the others who had 

beaten Liu Zejun up, would she still look like this? 

In fact, Ji Feng did not know that Su Yayun was actually not because Liao Qichang and others had been 

cleaned up by Liu Zejun, but because, this guy Liao Qichang was really too aggressive, always felt that he 

was the most powerful, no matter where he went, whenever he met someone who knew kung fu, he 

wanted to spar with them. 

Now he’s been beaten up? 

Apart from this, Su Yayun also had something to say about Ji Feng, this guy looked like a second world 

ancestor, he only had such a powerful henchman, and then he could lightly dismiss the matter with a 

‘misunderstanding’, without even criticising his henchman, this was really a bit excessive, it seemed that 

he didn’t even This was a bit too much, as if she didn’t take Su Yayun into consideration at all! 

In fact, if Su Yayun quietly thought about it carefully, she would know that she had some preconceptions 

about Ji Feng. If she hadn’t previously thought that Ji Feng was a second-rate person, but rather saw him 

as a normal partner, Ji Feng’s ‘misunderstanding’ would not only not indicate that Ji Feng was an 

arrogant person, but in fact, on the contrary, it would have fully illustrated Ji Feng’s composure and that 

he didn’t take these small matters to heart at all. 

Although it was true that Ji Feng did not take this matter to heart, it was helpless that Su Yayun had a 

somewhat harsh impression of Ji Feng at the beginning, and it was difficult to change over for a while. 

“So what, Mr. Su, we’d better eat first, there are no outsiders here anyway, it’s our own place, why 

don’t we let a few gentlemen be seated together too!” Zhou Fei Fei saw that the atmosphere was not 

right, and hurriedly smiled to round up the situation, but in her heart she was a bit strange, why did it 

seem like Su Yayun and Ji Feng were not dealing with each other, was this the so-called natural match? 

The two were meeting for the first time, how come they seemed to have some kind of grudge! 

“No need!” 

Su Yayun hummed, “How can you make a mistake and still want to eat, how can it be that good? Stand 

here and reflect!” 



Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but laugh, “Alright then, let’s eat first, come come come, it’s too cold now, if 

we don’t eat quickly, the dishes will get cold later!” 

With Zhou Fei Fei and Zhao Yafan in the room, the atmosphere was lively and Ji Feng didn’t take what 

had just happened to heart, no matter what, Su Yayun was always Xu Yuan’s sister-in-law, so he didn’t 

look at the face of the monk but the face of the Buddha. 

In the end, both sides agreed that when the time came, Zhou Fei Fei would inform Su Ya Yun and both 

sides would act at the same time to fight against the Flying Dragon Group and the Dragon Tiger Gang 

respectively, in order to put Xu Long in a position of no return with a single blow! 

What surprised Ji Feng was that Su Yayun proposed to let Zhao Yafan also cooperate with Fei Fei Zhou’s 

action. He then realized that the East Sea Gang’s regular business was actually the East Sea Group, and 

the scale of its assets was not small. 

In fact, if you think about it, you’ll be relieved to know that business on the road is only a small way, and 

the real way out is to take the right path as soon as possible. 

A few people in the box to talk in detail very happy, outside the door of the three Liao Qichang standing 

there, but embarrassed beyond compare. Especially when they saw Liu Zejun’s expressionless face, they 

were even more embarrassed. 

He wasn’t pretending, it was a real person who didn’t show his face! 

After separating from Su Yayun and the others, Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but ask with a smile, “Young Ji, 

the tasks you explained have all been completed!” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, and then couldn’t help but shake his head slightly. 

“Does Ji Shao still have a different opinion?” Zhou Fei Fei asked. 

“No, I just think that this person, Su Yayun, is not quite suitable for controlling the East China Sea Gang.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “She is not good at hiding her emotions and can easily offend people 

…… On the contrary, that Zhao Yafan appears to be extraordinary.” 

“I haven’t dealt with Su Yayun before, so I’m not too sure about that aspect, but one thing Ji Shao is 

right about, Zhao Yafan deserves a lot of credit for the East China Sea Gang being able to have this 

eastward resurgence of scenery today!” 

Zhou Fei Fei said, “In the business world of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, this man is also famous and is 

considered a business wonder. I heard that his father used to be a member of the East Sea Gang, and 

the old gang leader treated his father with great kindness, so Zhao Yafan knew how to repay his 

kindness and joined the East Sea Group after graduating from university, so I don’t know how many 

people have tried to poach him over the past few years, but they have not succeeded. 

Chapter 820 

After finalizing the details of the cooperation with Su Yayun, Ji Feng and Zhou Fifi rushed back to the 

latter’s villa in the northern suburbs of Hangzhou, Jiangsu and Zhejiang, where Sasaki Taro and the 

others were still locked up, and where Xu Yuan and Ji YuYi were also here, so Ji Feng also had Zhou Fifi 

check out the hotel rooms they had booked before and stayed here. 



In fact, this was only the second day that Ji Feng arrived in Hangzhou, Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and it had 

only been less than 24 hours since he arrived. It was only because too many things had happened in 

between that it seemed particularly long. 

Just after he returned to the villa, Ji Feng sat down directly on the sofa and turned on the TV to watch it. 

However, if one looked closely, one could see that although Ji Feng was watching the TV, his eyes were 

unfocused. It was obvious that his attention was not on the TV screen, but was thinking about 

something else. 

In fact, at this moment, Ji Feng was indeed thinking about something else, and, moreover, about the 

dynasty. 

The last time he had interrogated Sasaki Taro alone, he had let Ji Feng know a lot about Dynasty, and at 

the same time, he had discovered that he really knew very little about Dynasty. However, the fact that 

Dynasty’s people were involved in the attack on Ji Yu-yeon and at the same time had infiltrated inside 

the Yamaguchi Group also gave Ji Feng a vague feeling of how terrifying this power, hidden in the 

darkness, really was! 

According to Sasaki Taro’s account, what he knew about the dynasty was not really a lot. All he knew 

was that Dynasty had a partnership with the Yakuza and was helping them train a group of “super 

soldiers” who were said to be extremely powerful and terrifying in combat. 

However, the downside is that after the transformation, the super soldiers must be maintained by 

special methods, such as regular injections of nutrient solution. 

Moreover, once they become super soldiers, they will have many habits that are different from those of 

ordinary people. Because of the fear in his heart, Sasaki Taro did not participate in this programme, 

although it is said that within the Yamaguchi-gumi, places in this kind of super soldier transformation 

programme are rare. 

Two sisters, Kawaki Shizuko and Kawaki Yenko, also took part in this super-soldier transformation 

programme and were successful, the two most successful of the large number of those transformed. 

Other than that, Sasaki didn’t know much, not even how far the cooperation between the dynasty and 

the Yamaguchi-gumi had gone, and whether there were any other cooperation projects apart from 

these. 

According to Sasaki Taro, although he was the eldest son of the Sasaki family, in reality, he was just a 

somewhat senior fighter, and was not taken seriously by the Sasaki family. 

Moreover, they, the junior characters, did not have that qualification to be involved in these plans. 

So if they wanted to know more information, they still had to ask the two Kawaki Shizuko sisters. But in 

Ji Feng’s opinion, if he wanted to learn accurate and true information from these two women, he didn’t 

have the ability to do so right now. 

However, there is no need to worry about this, Ji Feng has already decided that eventually the two 

sisters will be handed over to the top, when the time comes, how to interrogate, what method to use, 

what kind of results can be interrogated, Ji Feng will not ask anymore, the power of a country is certainly 



stronger than the power of individuals, when the time comes, what to do, the top will certainly have a 

wise decision, his worry is rather superfluous. 

Thinking of this, Ji Feng took out his mobile phone and quickly dialed a number: “Old Yi, where are we?” 

“Boss, we’re about half an hour away from entering Hangzhou, where is your exact location?” On the 

phone, came Yi Xingchen’s voice. 

Ji Feng instantly smiled, “I’m in the northern suburbs of Hangzhou City ……” 

“Okay, let’s go there directly.” Yi Xingchen said immediately. 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, from the moment Yi Xingchen and 

the others arrived in Hangzhou, the operation against Dynasty and the Dragon Tiger Gang was officially 

started, and what Ji Feng had been waiting for this day was the arrival of Yi Xingchen and the others. 

In fact, after deciding to divide Sasaki Taro and Kawaki Shizuko into three groups and formulating that 

plan of killing multiple birds with one stone, Ji Feng had already called his second uncle, Ji Zhenguo, and 

got his approval, and planned to immediately dispatch elite police officers, as well as coordinate with 

the Jiangzhou Military Region to mobilise the special operations brigade to come to Hangzhou and 

prepare to escort one of the groups away. 

For safety’s sake, Ji Feng still called Yi Xingchen to inform him to join those from the special operations 

brigade to jointly escort Sasaki Taro and the others. 

Ever since the previous encounters with Dynasty, plus the fact that the Yamaguchi-gumi actually had 

links with some local gangs in China, Ji Feng had to be on guard, because no one knew if Dynasty and the 

Yamaguchi-gumi would suddenly appear and intercept them halfway. 

Therefore, ensuring the safety of Sasaki Taro and the others is the most important thing at the moment. 

…… 

At the same time, Fei Fei Zhou was upstairs on the phone to her family. 

“Dad, how is the mobilisation of funds going?” Since the plan had already started, the first thing that 

was crucial was to have the funds in place, because in order to defeat the Dragon Tiger Gang, it was first 

necessary to destroy it from the front, because this was not only to deal with the Dragon Tiger Gang, but 

also, it was being done for outsiders to see. 

The Zhou Family, had the power to easily destroy a rising Dragon Group! 

More importantly, to let everyone know that the Zhou Family, is not that easy to provoke, whoever 

wants to provoke the Zhou Family, should first consider if they can withstand the Zhou Family’s fierce 

retaliation! 

“Don’t worry, now that the funds are all in place, and at the same time, I have also contacted several 

other partners, this time, even if the two Fei Long groups are tied together, they definitely won’t be able 

to carry the load!” Zhou Yanmin’s voice came over the phone, “If Fei Long Group hadn’t been listed, 

then it might have been a little more difficult for us to deal with them, but now ……” 



“Then I’m relieved.” Zhou Fei Fei smiled. 

“Don’t worry, there’s dad sitting on this side, there won’t be a problem!” Zhou Yanmin laughed, ever 

since the old man had analyzed the deeper meaning of the matter, Zhou Yanmin had become more and 

more satisfied with this daughter, this was simply a blessing for the Zhou family. 

After hanging up the phone, Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but shake her head slightly, and said to herself in 

pity, “Xu Long, Xu Long, who are you not good enough to provoke, but you have to provoke Ji Shao, and 

you even pulled up a heartless matter from ten years ago, this time, it’s hard for you to not die.” 

“Poor Xu Long, you treated Xu Yuan like that, how could you possibly make young Ji show mercy?” Zhou 

Fei Fei couldn’t help but sigh softly, but her heart was a little sour, Ji Feng could be that tender to Xu 

Yuan, how …… 

Thinking of this, Zhou Fei Fei stood up and slowly stepped outside Xu Yuan’s room door, she hesitated 

for a moment before raising her hand and knocking on the door: “Knock knock knock!” 

“Please come in!” 

Xu Yuan’s voice came from inside the room. 

Zhou Fei Fei pushed the door and walked in, finding Xu Yuan in her pajamas, half lying on the bed, with a 

magazine in her hand, flipping through it. 

Seeing Zhou Fei Fei come in, Xu Yuan couldn’t help but smile lightly, “So it’s Fei Fei, please have a seat.” 

“Xu Yuan, what are you reading?” Zhou Fei Fei smiled and walked over, sat down on the chair next to 

the bed and asked softly. 

“Nothing much, I just feel a bit stuffy inside, so I’m just looking for a book to relax.” Xu Yuan shook her 

head and said. 

Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but sigh softly, “Alas, Xu Yuan, things have already passed, so don’t think so 

much about it, after all, seeing that your enemy is about to fall completely, I believe that what Auntie’s 

spirit in heaven would wish for most is for you to live a good life.” 

“Thank you!” Xu Yuan’s smile was a little forced, “But, this matter has been weighing on my heart for 

ten years, and I can’t really relax as long as Xu Long and his father are not dead.” 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about these unhappy things.” Zhou Fei Fei knew that she could not carry on with 

this topic, after all, although the two of them were already familiar with each other, but their friendship 

was not yet very deep, so it was inappropriate to talk about this, especially when Xu Yuan was in such a 

bad mood. 

Therefore, Zhou Fei Fei decisively changed the topic and let out a light laugh, “However, I still have to 

congratulate you.” 

“Congratulate me?” Xu Yuan couldn’t help but stare, “Fei Fei, this congratulations you’re talking about 

…… I do remember that I haven’t bought any lottery tickets recently, so I wouldn’t have won, and I didn’t 

go out today, so I didn’t pick up any money, where did this congratulations come from?” 



“What, finding a man of your choice, is that not considered a happy event?” Zhou Fei Fei asked with a 

slightly derisive smile. 

“Hmm?” 

Xu Yuan was stunned, and then her pretty face swished, all the way to her ears, “Fei Fei, you, don’t talk 

nonsense, it’s all things that aren’t there, it’s not good to bring it out.” 

“Things that aren’t there?” Zhou Fei Fei pursed her lips and smiled, “Did I get misty eyed last night? The 

person who was hugging with Ji Shao couldn’t have been me, could it? Or was I dreaming?” 

“No!” 

Xu Yuan said embarrassedly, “Fei Fei, I’m not afraid to tell you a joke, Ji Feng hugged me at that time, he 

was probably just comforting me, there should be no other meaning in it, you can’t say anything 

nonsense, after all, after all, he has a girlfriend, and he is my boss ……” 

“Really?” Zhou Fei Fei asked with a wry smile. 

“Of course it’s true!” Xu Yuan laughed bitterly, “I am not daring to think about it now, Fei Fei, you should 

not laugh at me with this either, otherwise, I would really be ashamed of myself!” 

In Xu Yuan’s heart, she couldn’t be sure what Ji Feng was thinking, because the situation last night was 

too special, were those words from Ji Feng’s heart? Or maybe, he was just comforting himself …… From 

last night to now, Xu Yuan’s heart was in turmoil. 

“Okay okay!” Zhou Fei Fei laughed: “Let’s not talk about this, anyway, ah, you are all in authority, I, a 

bystander, see most clearly, even if you deny it is useless …… I’ll tell you the good news, our action 

against the Dragon Tiger Gang will officially start tomorrow morning after the exchange opens!” 

“Really?!” 

Xu Yuan’s beautiful eyes immediately lit up, and then her silver teeth clenched as she said in a hateful 

voice, “That beast, Xu Long, is finally going to be unlucky!” 

 


